Blooming Garden

Add motors and sound to make your garden bloom!

Blooming Flowers

About 45 minutes to an hour
Create a flower by using construction paper and popsicle sticks. Glue the petals to a round piece of cardboard and add a dot of glue on the tip of the petal to weight it down. Now make your flower bloom when it receives sunlight.

Items Needed:
- Pico Cricket Kit
- Construction Paper
- Popsicle Sticks
- Cardboard
- Markers
- Scissors
- Hot Glue
- Tape
- Flower Pot, Vase, or Window Box

Make a Garden!

Combine your flower with your friends' and put them all in a flower pot or window box to create your own garden. Use the sound box to add the sounds of birds and buzzing bees to your garden!

Connect the stem of the flower to the motor by taping the stem to the size 12 LEGO axle.

See what happens when you change the shape and size of the petal!